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The Green Political Foundation

Part I:

Global Climate Finance Architecture
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“REDD +”
Addressing deforestation, 

forest degradation and 

forest conservation efforts

Climate Finance

PURPOSE

“Mitigation”
Shifting to sustainable 

(low-carbon and equitable 

and democratic) 

development pathways

“Adaptation”
Dealing with the impacts 

and effects of climate 

change, addressing 

vulnerabilities
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Climate Finance FLOWS

Recipient Countries
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

PRIVATE

MULTI -

LATERAL
World Bank, 
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agencies, etc

BILATERAL
largely as part 
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UNFCCC
DOMESTIC
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Source : Standing Committee on Finance (SCF), Biennial Assessment 2016
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Climate Finance Obligations under UNFCCC
ARTICLE IV, UNFCCC:

“Developed country parties shall provide such financial resources, 
including for the transfer of technology, needed by the developing 
country Parties to meet the agreed full incremental costs of…”
(= climate costs over and above a business-as-usual approach)
• implementing measures to reduce emissions
• management and conservation of sinks
• preparing for adaptation
• integrating climate change into other national policies
• promote cooperative research, exchange of information and 

education and awareness-raising
• developing inventories and reporting on emissions and sinks
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UNFCCC Climate Finance Obligations
 FINANCE CRITERIA (Bali Action Plan 2008): adequate, predictable, 

sustainable, new & additional (=  no uniform definition; civil society: on 
top of development assistance & recognized ODA goal of .7% of GNI)

 Needs to address linkages between sustainable development, poverty 
eradication and necessary climate action by financing low-carbon, 
climate-resilient and gender-equitable measures in developing countries

 Not “climate aid” but “climate debt” = mandatory and compensatory 
transfer payments North to South (UNFCCC preamble: “common but 
differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities...”

 Should be delivered as grants (minimum for adaptation, LDCs and SIDS), 
not in form of loans

 CURRENTLY: reliance on mostly voluntary payments, often as loans with 
contributions and disbursements lagging far behind pledges 
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Climate Debt ….
 Applying the polluter-pays-principle (Rio Convention) 
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Copenhagen Accord (2009) – Climate Finance 
Commitments under the UNFCCC

Developed countries pledge
– New and additional resources up to $30 billion 2010–

2012 (Fast Start Financing)

– Jointly mobilize $100 billion per year by 2020

(variety of public, private, bilateral, multilateral, and ‘alternative’ 
sources)

Green Climate Fund (GCF) – channel significant share of 

new multilateral funding for adaptation
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The Need: How much will climate change cost globally?  
In $ billion…
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FACT: over the next 15 years, $ 13.5 

trillion are needed to support NDC 

pledges; some $16.5 trillion are 

needed to keep global warming 

below 2 degrees centigrade 
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Current Funding Globally: 

Pledged vs. Deposited vs. Approved 

Source: www.climatefundsupdate.org; May 17, 2017  
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Part II:

Gender-Responsive

Climate Financing
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Climate change and finance is not gender-neutral
• Women  are the majority of the more than one billion poorest worldwide (“feminization of 

poverty”)

• Women often disproportionally affected by climate change due to persisting gender-
specific norms and gender-based discriminations and barriers, including: 

• Reproductive and unpaid care work: care duties performed to maintain the household and its 
members generally unpaid , often directly impacted by climate change. 

• Wage and income gaps: Women work two-thirds of the world’s working hours, receive only 10 
percent of the world’s income. Women comprise majority of those working in the informal 
employment sector, often worst hit by climate change-related disasters and other shocks

• Access to finance: Women often experience greater barriers to accessing finance than men, 
(lack of necessary collateral). This creates structural under-investment in women’s enterprises & 
undermines long-term effectiveness of climate change responses

• Access to information: Of 876 million illiterate people worldwide, two-thirds are women, and 
three-fifths of the 115 million children that do not go to school are girls

• Lack of property rights: Worldwide, women own minority share of property, although they 
perform 66 percent of all work. In Africa, on average, 15 percent of landholders are women.
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• IPCC 5th Assessment underscores that CC hazards increase or heighten existing 
gender inequalities

• UNFCCC decisions  (Cancun, Doha, Lima, Paris, Marrakech) acknowledge gender 
equality and effective participation of women as relevant for all climate actions

• Men and women contribute to climate change responses in different ways and 
have different capabilities to mitigate and adapt – woman as key actors and 
“agents of change”, not just victims 
• Frequently already engaged in strategies – often without recognition or payment -- to cope with 

and adapt to climate change (switching to drought-resistant seeds; leading community-based 
restoration efforts; employing low-impact agriculture or organic soil management)

• In mitigation, women often primary decision-makers of household consumption (women in 
developing countries represent half of the buyers of home solar lighting systems); importance of 
addressing “black carbon” related to biomass dependent cookstoves

 Gender-responsive climate funds & funding processes  are needed 
REASON 1:  climate finance decisions are not made within normative vacuum 

acknowledge and honor women’s rights as basic human rights (see AF ES 
principles; national CEDAW commitments – almost all  Parties  to UNFCCC are also  
Parties to CEDAW)
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REASON  2:  using scarce public resources in an equitable, efficient and effective 
way  cannot afford to ignore 50% of project-relevant actors or beneficiaries 
of any project draw on experience of development finance

Illustrative Sector Examples from Adaptation:
AGRICULTURE:
More than three quarters—79 percent—of women in LDCs report agriculture as their 

primary economic activity. 
Women make up the majority of small-scale farmers,  between 50 and 80 percent of 

people engaged in food production globally. 
Women’s food production is often limited to marginal soils in rain-fed agricultural systems 

more susceptible to climate change impacts.
Worldwide, women receive only 5 percent of agricultural extension services. 

FAO estimate that improving women’s access  to fertilizers, improved seeds, irrigation 
systems or other mechanical tools  would increase women’s agricultural yields by 20 to 
30 percent (reducing the number of malnourished people globally by 12 to 17 percent)

Rural women have traditional knowledge of seed varieties/maintain seed banks
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DISASTER RISK MANAGEMENT AND REDUCTION:
People-centred early warning systems and information management are key. Disaster 

mortality rates are higher for women than for men due to cultural gender norms and 
roles (f.ex., forbidding women to leave the house or attend community preparedness 
meetings without a male guardian; ability to swim)

Need to address any gender-specific cultural constraints on mobility and 
information access, for example by engaging women’s organizations and women 
leaders in design and planning at national and community levels

WATER:
Care burden of up to 86 percent of rural women in LICs to fetch freshwater for their 

families; burden increased by CC-induced scarcity
Adaptation focusing on water resource management more effective with a gender-

informed participatory approach that looks at different agricultural and 
reproductive responsibilities and resulting water needs of men and women in 
the communities involved and implements gender-sensitive strategies (f.ex. 
leadership in management of water user groups)
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Illustrative Sector Example for Mitigation:
RENEWABLE ENERGY/ENERGY ACCESS
Differing  (renewable) energy needs of men and women due to cultural/societal 

roles and stereotypes  women’s energy needs more focused on household 
use/service provision to family and communities, many of these are energy-
intensive (food processing for example)

Energy poverty/lack of access to clean modern energy services affects women 
(and children) disproportionally:

– 2 billion women worldwide  live in energy poverty, 750 million without 
having electricity

– Continued overreliance on traditional biomass for household use  
(especially cooking) with related health and climate change impacts (black 
carbon/climate enforcers)

– Drudgery of daily care economy tasks; foregone opportunities for 
women’s and girls empowerment (schooling, economic activities)
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Gender analysis of climate/adaptation-relevant 
investments  --- METHODOLOGY
What makes a project  and its implementation gender-responsive?  2012 hbs/Gender 

Action Evaluation of 32 MENA adaptation projects – checklist used to measure if and 
how gender was integrated. Did the project…?

– Approach gender issues from a human rights perspective (focus on provision of 
basic services; right to water, food, adequate housing, CEDAW)

– Acknowledge and seek to redress gender inequalities

– Provide and analyze gender data (project design – baseline and M &E )

– Analyze gender relations in social, legal, historical and economic context

– Look at equitable gender access to project benefits

– Promote equal opportunities for men and women to provide input and 
participate throughout project cycle

– Plan project outcomes and outputs that respond to differential gender needs

– Consider longer-term gender impacts of projects
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The long process of gender integration in the UNFCCC
After 25 years of UNFCCC, relevance of gender dimensions is more widely accepted (especially, 

but also too narrowly focused, on adaptation and capacity-building in developing countries) 
=> further improvements needed

KEY DECISIONS: 

– Cancun Decision 1/CP.16 Cancun Agreements

– Durban Decision 3/CP.17 Launch of the Green Climate Fund 

– Doha Decision 23/CP.18 Promoting gender balance & participation of women in 
UNFCCC bodies & processes

– Lima Decision 18/CP.20 Lima work programme on gender

– Paris Agreement -/CP.21 (Preamble, Art. 7, Art. 11, decision umbrella)

– Marrakesh Decision 21/CP.22 – 3 year extension Lima work programme, GAP

Strategy during the early years: lobbying focused on gender/women rights and equality (with 
gender seen as an add-on/technical integration into existing policies)

Strategy of UNFCCC gender advocates today – more holistic feminist critique of instruments, 
approaches & concepts (f. ex. Critique of net carbon discourse; climate justice context)
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Gender in the UNFCCC Financial Mechanism
While commitment of Paris Agreement to gender equality & gender mainstreaming 

approach remains timid (no reference to gender in finance, technology or mitigation 
sections), UNFCCC financial mechanism has made significant strides in gender 
integration since 2010.

Gender integration progress in Global Environment Facility (GEF) and Green Climate Fund 
(GCF) as operating entities of UNFCCC Financial Mechanism:

– Both have a gender (mainstreaming) policy with related time-bound gender action plan to 
ensure accountability in implementation

– Both have a commitment to comprehensively consider gender implications for mitigation and 
adaptation

– Both have a gender coordinator/anchor in the Secretariat

– Both expect their implementing partners to demonstrate gender capacities as a requirement 
for accreditation

– Both require accountability for gender (equality) results at the portfolio & project-level

KP Adaptation Fund approved gender policy & accompanying gender action plan 2016
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Gender “retrofit” gaining ground in climate funds
• Multilateral dedicated funds did NOT consider gender equality in original set-up

• Retroactive integration of gender aspects gaining ground – CORE challenge: ensure their  
systematic not just punctual integration.

• EXAMPLE Climate Investment Funds (CIFs) under World Bank:

o WB Clean Technology Fund (CTF) set up with no gender-integration

o WB Pilot Program on Climate Resilience  (PPCR) did not include gender in operational 
principles, but included some gender dimensions in project proposals

o WB SCREP requested the inclusion of “social and gender co-benefits”

o WB FIP targeted inclusion of women in consultation

After CIF 2012 gender review, since 2014 CIF AU with gender focal point; two year CIF Gender 
Action Plan in second renewal (focus on CIF governance and operations to having):

– (i) gender expertise on Investment Plan and project missions; 

– (ii) sector-specific gender analysis tied to national strategic contexts; 

– (iii) improved beneficiary identification and targeting in projects; 

– (iv) inclusion of women and women’s organizations in consultations in-country; and 

– (v) gender-responsive M&E, including use of gender-disaggregated indicators.
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Key tools for gender-responsive climate change projects

AT FUND/FUNDING INSTITUTION LEVEL: 
• (Gender-balance and) gender-expertise in all fund decision-making  (Board, Ctes) and 

advisory bodies  (panels) as well as in a fund’s Secretariat to ensure that gender equality 
principles are considered in project review and approval and the monitoring, reporting, 
verification and evaluation of the fund’s portfolio 

• Gender-responsive funding guidelines , allocation  and investment decision criteria 
(focus on smaller scale, bottom-up, beneficiary centered projects ; possibility of funding 
set-asides; looking for multiple-benefits approaches)

• “Best practice” set of social, gender and environmental safeguards that stipulate gender 
equality, women’s rights and women’s full participation in compliance with existing 
international obligations, including on human and women’s rights, 

• A regular audit & independent evaluation of the gender impacts of funding allocations 
to create accountability for gender-responsive delivery at fund level

• Independent recourse/grievance mechanism– allowing negatively impacted women to 
seek redress and compensation (ideally both at funding institution and IE level)

• . 
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AT NDA LEVEL:
Country coordination and outreach efforts that include countries’ existing “gender 

machinery” (= relevant ministries, government commissions) and women’s  civil 
society groups as key stakeholders in determining  national mitigation and 
adaptation funding priorities and country funding programs

AT  IE LEVEL:
In-house staff of NIE/MIE/RIE with gender and social development expertise (no routine 

”outsourcing” of gender work to consultants )
Commitment at highest level to gender equality and improving the gender competency 

of all IE staff  ability to improve gender capacities of EEs
Active inclusion  of women and gender civil society groups as EEs
• Mandatory) socio-economic and gender analysis of the proposed project or 

program with a gender baseline, a project gender action plan ; a gender budget; 
some clear gender-relevant indicators measuring how projects contribute to gender 
equality objectives, as well as the systematic collection of sex-disaggregated data 
and qualitative assessments via focus groups/interviews, time-use surveys etc.. 
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AT IE LEVEL – continued:

Special efforts to seek and financially support the input and participation of 
women as stakeholders and beneficiaries throughout the funding cycle 
from the planning and preparation, to implementation to monitoring and 
evaluation of a project (encouraging participatory monitoring for 
continuous feedback during project implementation and corrective 
action)

Comprehensive information disclosure and provision in gender-responsive 
way (language, media)

Document learning on gender-responsive adaptation implementation and 
exchange knowledge (upstream with funding institutions, NDAs and 
downstream with EEs and beneficiary communities)
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Case study: the GCF and gender responsiveness
Cancun decision 1/CP.16 established Green Climate Fund and a design process via a 

Transitional Committee (2011)

Became fully operation in November 2015 with approval of first eight projects

Early engagement of gender experts and women advocates (including hbs) in the design 
process (participation in TC meetings, technical submissions, focusing on integration of 
a gender perspective into all segments of operational design and policy-making by 
taking a holistic approach), resulting in GCF Governing Instrument

Durban Decision 3/CP.17 approved GCF Governing Instrument with key references to 
gender  -- first climate fund with mandate to integrate gender considerations from the 
outset
• “gender-sensitive approach” in section on objectives and guiding principles (Art.3) 
 anchoring gender-responsiveness as cross-cutting issue

• gender-balance as goal for Board and Secretariat staff (Arts. 11 and 21)
• gender aspects of stakeholder involvement to develop fund priorities (Art.31)
• women as crucial group for input and participation in the design, decision on and 

implementation of strategies and activities of the Fund (Art. 71)
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Goal vs. reality: GCF gender balance

GCF Board Gender Balance (as of May 2017): 

• of 24 Board members, only 4 are currently women 

(= 16.7 percent);  (with 8 female alternate Board members)

Gender Balance GCF Secretariat Staff (March 2017)
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Gender advocacy in GCF with “dual strategy”:
• Persistent lobby for  a GCF gender policy and action plan (after long delays, finally 

adopted at BM9 in March 2015)
➢ Policy currently revisited (call for public input)
➢ GCF Gender & Social Specialist (under country programming – “outsourcing” 

responsibility?  Issue of seniority and clout within Secretariat)
➢ Weakness GCF gender policy decision: “national contextualization” (Lima Gender 

Programme Formulation)  untested if this has a “cooling effect” on GCF projects
• Additionally, right away focus on outreach to Board members and GCF Secretariat (via 

technical submissions, policy analysis etc.) on the early and simultaneous integration of 
gender considerations in key operational policies, including 
➢ accreditation requirements  (f.ex. public and commercial banks acting as financial 

intermediary of GCF resources with own gender policy and capacity)
➢ results management and performance measurement
➢ inclusion in investment criteria; 
➢ Provision of readiness  support financing, including to improve gender capacity of 

NDAs and gender inclusion in country project/program pipelines
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GCF Gender policy and action plan – adopted March 2015
Principles of the GCF GENDER POLICY:
Commitment to contribute to gender equality
Comprehensiveness in scope and coverage of all GCF activities
Accountability =monitoring gender impacts – RMF/PMF, GCF Management & staff, IRM
Country-Ownership – NDAs/focal points informed
Gender competencies – staff, key advisory & decision-making bodies & readiness support
Resource allocation contributes to gender equality, including via – if necessary – targeted 

funding for women’s activities

GCF Gender Action Plan (2015-2017) Priority Areas:
Governance and institutional structure – appointment of senior gender specialist
Administrative and operational guidelines – guidance for NDAs and IEs
Capacity building  -- gender training for GCF external partners and GCF Board and staff
Monitoring and reporting – integration in RMF; specific gender portfolio indicators
Resource allocation and budgeting – extra weight for good gender-integrated projects ?
Knowledge generation and communication – support for knowledge exchange, part of GCF 

communication outreach
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Gender integration in key GCF operational policies
Gender advocacy focus on mainstreaming = early integration of gender considerations as 
key operational policies were developed & approved, incl.
Accreditation requirements: all applicant entities need to show gender competency 

(policy/action plan & track record); missing gender policy as conditionality  before first 
GCF finance disbursement (f.ex. DB, but also CSE)

Results management & performance measurement: mandate for gender integration in 
portfolio level adaptation & mitigation PMF (via sub-indicators); however, no 
mandatory gender indicators at project level (only can option/choice)

Investment criteria: explicit as sub-criteria under main criteria, f.ex. on “sustainable 
development impact” and “needs of recipients” – first application needs improvements 
(ITAP capacity; proposal approval process)

Readiness and preparatory support via NDA/focal point support for country coordination & 
stakeholder engagement (human resource development, TA, workshops, outreach 
activities, pipeline development)

Enhanced Direct Access Pilot Approach: gender consideration included in US$ 200 Mio Pilot 
(f.ex. via Small Grants Facility approaches SANBI/AF) as part of TOR for request for 
proposals (in national oversight/national decision-making)
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Key opportunities and challenges for improvement
Strategic plan (gender equality, multiple benefits, subsidiarity, fossil fuel exclusion)

Integration in private sector MSME approach (RFP for US$200 Mio in development); GCF 
subsidies/financial support must be passed on to women entrepreneurs as end 
costumers, f.ex. in the form of easily accessible green credit lines for highly 
concessional, patient small-scale loans

Strengthening of Fund-level stakeholder participation mechanism and improvement to 
national level stakeholder participation guidance for NDAs;

• Participatory monitoring approach as part of M&A framework
• Comprehensive information disclosure policy
• Improvements in project proposal process/ initial project cycle – weak stakeholder 

participation currently (reference to ESMS, which is still missing)
• Integration of gender expertise in key GCF panels and groups– Ind. Technical Advisory 

Group (iTAP), Accreditation Panel, Private Sector Advisory Group (PSAG)
• Accountability mechanisms set up– “gender skills” as part of expertise asked for 

candidate recruitment; Ind. Evaluation Unit (IEU) with explicit criteria to focus on 
gender integration; Ind. Redress Mechanism (IRM) – ease of accessibility untested

• Participation of gender/women’s groups as IEs & Executing Entities (EEs)
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GCF Gender Policy and Action Plan Review
Currently in progress, likely to be taken up by Board in Feb. 2018

Call for public input (by Dec.8th) the following questions (Part I):

• Accountability: What are some mechanisms that need to be put in place 
to ensure quality and enhanced results of the existing GCF Gender Policy 
and Action plan, including activities and processes related to their 
development, implementation, and reporting?

• Management response: What type of GCF management-related 
recommendations can the review recommend and what type of pursuant 
actions need to be considered in the updated Gender Policy and Action 
Plan?

• Engendering climate change: What are some principles of gender 
mainstreaming that could be integrated into the GCF and in the delivery 
of climate change results in programmes/projects?
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GCF GP and GAP Review Questions:
• Key priority/results areas: What type of gender-informed key 

priority and results areas should the review of the existing Gender 
Policy and Action Plan consider at both the institutional and 
programming levels?

• Outline and content of the updated Gender Policy and Action Plan.

• Scope and principles of the updated Gender Policy and Action Plan.

• Entry points for engagement and participation of women and men of 
all ages from most vulnerable communities.

• Human and financial resource requirements and roles and 
responsibilities in operationalizing the updated Gender Policy and 
Action Plan.

Friday, May 28, 2010
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Part III:

Introduction to the 

Green Climate Fund (GCF)
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• Centerpiece of UNFCCC long term finance commitments (Copenhagen & Paris Agreement)
• New multilateral climate fund under the UNFCCC ( decision in Cancun/COP16; Governing 

Instrument approved after Transitional Committee design process at Durban COP 17) 
supposed to channel large amount of future multilateral adaptation finance

• Operating entity of the financial mechanism of the UNFCCC under its Article 11 
“accountable to and function under the guidance” of the COP (like GEF)

• Independent Secretariat in Songdo/Incheon, South Korea opened in Dec. 2013
• Board (24 members, 12 from developed, 12 from developing countries with dedicated 

seat each for LDCs and SIDS); met now 17 times
• Initial Resource mobilization (IRM) so far netted US$ 10.3 bn in pledges
• Allows recipient countries direct access (= not going through multilateral bank or agency); 

but countries need to develop new national implementing entity, NIE, on country level)
• “country-driven approach” = importance of national planning documents (NAPA, NAPs, 

NAMAs, NDC implementation; national development or energy planning)
• First  multilateral climate fund with “gender-sensitive approach” from the outset
• Since BM 11 (October 2015) approval of  43 projects/programmes (worth $2.2 bn)  BUT: 

still lots of loose ends to tie up, some important policy pieces still missing 

Green Climate Fund (GCF)
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Objectives and guiding principles of the GCF 
The Fund will contribute to the achievement of the ultimate objective of the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). 

In the context of sustainable development, the Fund will promote the paradigm shift 
towards low-emission and climate-resilient development pathways by providing 
support to developing countries to limit or reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and 
to adapt to the impacts of climate change, taking into account the needs of those 
developing countries particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change.

The Fund will be guided by the principles and provisions of the Convention. 

The Fund will pursue a country-driven approach and promote and strengthen 
engagement at the country level through the effective involvement of  relevant 
institutions and stakeholders. The Fund will be scalable and flexible and will be a 
continuously learning institution guided by processes for monitoring and evaluation. 
The Fund will strive to maximize the impacts of its funding for adaptation and 
mitigation, and seek a balance between the two, while promoting environmental, 
social, economic and development co-benefits and taking a gender-sensitive approach.
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Status of GCF Resources – Pledged vs. Committed
• Financial inputs into GCF Trust Fund (administered by World Bank as Interim Trustee) are 

on voluntary basis, no mandatory contributions 

• Inputs by developed countries, but also other public, private, alternative sources as 
grants, loans or capital contributions

• Contributor policies rejected which would have given donors right to “target” funding and 
tied voting rights to contributions (break with BW approach)

• Initial Resource Mobilization (IRM) started mid-2014 until 2018, pledges accepted on 
continuous basis: 42 countries (among them 8 developing countries), but also cities so far 
pledged US$ 10.3 bn (overwhelmingly grants)

• “Effectiveness date” (= financial commitment authority for the GCF) – reached in May 
2015 when 50% of Berlin pledges are committed in signed agreements

• Regular replenishment cycle to start once 60% of contributions programmed (2017/18)

• As of May 2017,  US$ 10.1 bn secured in signed contribution agreements (BUT: US$ 2 bn
of US contribution not likely to be fulfilled under Trump Admin.)

• GCF Board with goal to US$ 2.5 bn in approvals in 2016; no such goal 2017
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Adaptation
(50%)

Mitigation
(50%)

Other 
Developing 
countries

SIDS, LDCs 
& Africa 

(at least half)

• Geographic balance, no single country cap
• No ring-fencing yet of funding for NIEs/cap on MIE access
• Significant allocation to Private Sector Facility
• Sufficient resources for readiness activities
• Grant equivalent term

Allocation Framework

7
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GCF Access Modalities   
• Access to Fund resources to undertake climate change projects/programmes can be 

multilateral and/or direct through public and private accredited implementing entities 
and intermediaries (“whole sale business model”)
•Direct access modality (for regional, national and sub-national entities): Entities are required to be 
nominated by their country’s NDA or focal point. Entities may be eligible to receive readiness and 
preparatory support on accreditation.
•International access modality (for international entities, including United Nations agencies, 
multilateral development banks, international financial institutions and regional institutions)

• Through a country-driven approach, the NDA can identify the country’s strategy through a 
country programme; is supposed to provide broad country coordination and opportunities 
for multi-stakeholder engagement

• The Board at BM10 approved a  US$ 200 mio pilot approach to Enhanced Direct Access 
(EDA), with decision-making at national level – request for proposals (RFP) to open soon 

• Entities seeking accreditation to the Fund in order to access its resources will be assessed 
against the Fund’s fiduciary principles and standards, environmental and social safeguards 
(ESS) and gender policy

http://www.gcfund.org/readiness/designations.html
http://www.gcfund.org/fileadmin/00_customer/documents/Accreditation/GCF_Initial_Fiduciary_Principles_and_Standards_20140619.pdf
http://www.gcfund.org/fileadmin/00_customer/documents/Accreditation/GCF_Interim_Environmental_and_Social_Safeguards_20140619.pdf
http://www.gcfund.org/fileadmin/00_customer/documents/Operations/Gender_Policy_Action_Plan.pdf
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Project management

Grant award and/or funding 
allocation mechanisms

Basic Fiduciary Standards

Specialized Fiduciary Standards

Key administrative and financial 
capacities 

Transparency and accountability 

On-lending and/or blending

Environmental and Social Safeguards (ESS)

Institutional ESMS policy-level:
✓ Performance Standard (PS) 1: Assessment and 
management of relevant PS1-8 environmental 
and social risks and impacts through an 
environmental and social management (ESMS)

Project-level:

✓ PS2:  Labor and working conditions
✓ PS3:  Resource efficiency and pollution prevention
✓ PS4:  Community health, safety & security
✓ PS5:  Land acquisition & involuntary resettlement 
✓ PS6:  Biodiversity conservation & sustainable 

management of living natural resources
✓ PS7:  Indigenous peoples
✓ PS8:  Cultural heritage

* For more details, refer to the initial guiding accreditation framework, fiduciary standards, ESS and gender policy.

Home
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Gender Policy

Policies and procedures, 
competencies, and track record

http://www.gcfund.org/fileadmin/00_customer/documents/Accreditation/GCF_Guiding_Framework_for_the_Accreditation_Process_20140619.pdf
http://www.gcfund.org/fileadmin/00_customer/documents/Accreditation/GCF_Initial_Fiduciary_Principles_and_Standards_20140619.pdf
http://www.gcfund.org/fileadmin/00_customer/documents/Accreditation/GCF_Interim_Environmental_and_Social_Safeguards_20140619.pdf
http://www.gcfund.org/fileadmin/00_customer/documents/Operations/Gender_Policy_Action_Plan.pdf
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Entities (national, regional, international) will be accredited with certain fiduciary 
functions, size of project/activity within a programme, and environmental risk category. 
Gender policy is an accreditaton requirement

• Fiduciary functions: shapes how the implementing entity or intermediary will operate 
using the Fund’s resources (e.g., grants, concessional loans, equity, guarantees)

• Size of project/activity within a program: micro (up to10 Mio USD), small (up to 50 Mio 
USD), medium (up to 250 Mio USD), large (> 250 Mio USD)

• Environmental and social risk category/financial intermediation level:  high risk 
Category A/ Intermediation I (I-1), medium Category B/I-2, low/no Category C/I-3

GCF Board has accredited 54 entities so far (July 2017)

27 MIEs,10 RIEs, 17 NIEs – 7 private sector entities – another 170 entities in the pipeline

Majority of GCF funding would currently go through MIEs/MDBs

Board discussing Accreditation Strategy (possibility to introduce caps???)

Morocco with 2 NIEs: Agency for Agricultural Development (ADA) and CDG Capital

GCF Fit-for-Purpose Accreditation 
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Focus of GCF of Readiness Activities

Scope of 
Readiness 

Support

Strengthening  
NDAs/FPs & 

country 
coordination

Developing 
Strategic 

Frameworks

Preparing 
Entities for 

Accreditation

Developing  
Project 

Pipelines

Support for 
NAPs 

Development 

28
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Program of US$ 34 million approved, additional US$ 50 million 2rquested; US$ 1 mio cap per 
country per year; US$ 3 mio total cap for NAP support; 106 countries requested funding, 165 
proposals for support approved. 

Entities applying under the direct access modality can readiness and preparatory support to 
meet the Green Climate Fund’s accreditation requirements.

Readiness support is available for:

• Strengthening of NDA/focal point capacities for country coordination/stakeholder 
engagement (up to US$ 300,000.00 over two years) –Morocco has such support (Oct.’16)

• Development of Country Strategic Frameworks (Country Programs) for GCF and project 
pipeline preparation

• Fast-track accreditation support for eligible entities

• Awareness raising of accreditation processes and standards (e.g. fiduciary, environment 
and social safeguards, and gender)

• Institutional gap analyses and support plans to address identified gaps

• Support for National Adaptation Plans (NAPs) development

Readiness and Preparatory Support

Home
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GCF Result Areas  -- Project/Program Impacts

Mitigation
• Reduced emissions through increased 
low-emission energy access and power 
generation

• Reduced emissions through increased 
access to low-emission transport

• Reduced emissions from buildings, 
cities, industries and appliances

• Reduced emissions from land use,   
deforestation, forest degradation, and 
through sustainable management of forests, 
and conservation and enhancement of forest 
carbon stocks

Adaptation
• Increased resilience and enhanced 

livelihoods of the most vulnerable people, 
communities, and regions

• Increased resilience of health and well-
being, and food and water security

• Increased resilience of infrastructure and 
the built environment to climate change 
threats

• Increased resilience of ecosystems and 
ecosystem services

Can be public or private sector projects/programmes that have one or 
more impacts in:

9
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The Fund’s Six High-level Investment Criteria*

Impact potential

Paradigm shift potential

Sustainable development potential

Responsive to recipients needs

Promote country ownership

Efficiency & effectiveness

Potential of the programme/project to contribute to the 
achievement of the Fund's objectives and result areas

Economic and, if appropriate, financial soundness of the 
program/project, and for mitigation-specific 
programs/projects, cost-effectiveness and co-financing

Beneficiary country ownership of and capacity to 
implement a funded project or programme (policies, 
climate strategies and institutions)

Vulnerability and financing needs of the beneficiary 
country and population in the targeted group

Wider benefits and priorities, including environmental, 
social, and economic co-benefits as well as gender-
sensitive development impact

Degree to which the proposed activity can catalyze impact 
beyond a one-off project or programme investment

* The Fund is currently developing assessment methodologies.

Home

8
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• A facility that catalyzes private sector engagement in climate-sensitive  projects and 
investments in developing countriesWhat is the PSF?

• To mainstream the private sector into climate change mitigation and adaptationWhy was the PSF created?

• Ensures private sector needs are incorporated into country climate change 
priorities and strategies

• Works through intermediaries to finance climate change projects and programmes
• Receives spontaneous proposals and responses to RFPs by intermediaries looking to 

channel the Fund’s resources

How does the PSF work?

• Grants, concessional loans, equity, guarantees and others when appropriate
What types of instruments will the 

PSF use?

• Funding climate risk assessment models and tools used in decision-making
• Long-term debt; liquidity backstops and refinancing; concessional loans to assist in 

absorbing high up-front capital expenditure requirements
• Equity required to develop a project to full bankability
• Guarantees to bear specific risk and make possible the crowding in of financiers 

that would have otherwise not invested
• Insight into government priorities, policies and strategies 
• Platform to share knowledge, technology, opportunities and market intelligence 

What types of interventions will 
the PSF make?

• Financial intermediaries that meet the GCF's fiduciary standards, environmental and 
social safeguards and gender policy requirements apply to become accredited and 
channel GCF resources

• Accredited Intermediaries present funding proposals to the Fund, either 
spontaneously or as a response to an RFP

How can the private sector access 
the PSF?

• All developing country Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change

• Clean energy, transportation, logistics, construction/building, manufacturing, 
forestry & land use, health, water, food & agriculture, etc. 

• Large, medium, small, and micro enterprises, projects and programmes

Which geographies and activities 
does the PSF cover?

Private Sector Facility (PSF)

The following 

Private Sector 

financial 

intermediaries 

should consider 

accreditation:

□ Publically listed 

banks regulated by 

Central Banks and 

rated by a major 

risk rating agency;

□ Private Equity 

houses 

□ Investment firms

□ Impact funds

□ Regulated 

insurances 

companies. 
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Case study: the GCF and gender responsiveness
• Cancun decision 1/CP.16 established Green Climate Fund and a design process via a 

Transitional Committee (2011)

• Became fully operation in November 2015 with approval of first eight projects

• Early engagement of gender experts and women advocates (including hbs) in the 
design process (participation in TC meetings, technical submissions, focusing on 
integration of a gender perspective into all segments of operational design and policy-
making by taking a holistic approach), resulting in GCF Governing Instrument

• Durban Decision 3/CP.17 approved GCF Governing Instrument with key references to 
gender  -- first climate fund with mandate to integrate gender considerations from the 
outset
• “gender-sensitive approach” in section on objectives and guiding principles (Art.3) 
 anchoring gender-responsiveness as cross-cutting issue

• gender-balance as goal for Board and Secretariat staff (Arts. 11 and 21)
• gender aspects of stakeholder involvement to develop fund priorities (Art.31)
• women as crucial group for input and participation in the design, decision on and 

implementation of strategies and activities of the Fund (Art. 71)
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Goal vs. reality: GCF gender balance

GCF Board Gender Balance (as of May 2017): 

• of 24 Board members, only 4 are currently women 

(= 16.7 percent);  (with 8 female alternate Board members)

Gender Balance GCF Secretariat Staff (March 2017)
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Gender advocacy in GCF with “dual strategy”:
• Persistent lobby for  a GCF gender policy and action plan (after long delays, finally 

adopted at BM9 in March 2015)
➢ Policy currently revisited (call for public input)
➢ GCF Gender & Social Specialist (under country programming – “outsourcing” 

responsibility?  Issue of seniority and clout within Secretariat)
➢ Weakness GCF gender policy decision: “national contextualization” (Lima Gender 

Programme Formulation)  untested if this has a “cooling effect” on GCF projects
• Additionally, right away focus on outreach to Board members and GCF Secretariat (via 

technical submissions, policy analysis etc.) on the early and simultaneous integration of 
gender considerations in key operational policies, including 
➢ accreditation requirements  (f.ex. public and commercial banks acting as financial 

intermediary of GCF resources with own gender policy and capacity)
➢ results management and performance measurement
➢ inclusion in investment criteria; 
➢ Provision of readiness  support financing, including to improve gender capacity of 

NDAs and gender inclusion in country project/program pipelines
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GCF Gender policy and action plan – adopted March 2015
Principles of the GCF GENDER POLICY:
• Commitment to contribute to gender equality
• Comprehensiveness in scope and coverage of all GCF activities
• Accountability =monitoring gender impacts – RMF/PMF, GCF Management & staff, IRM
• Country-Ownership – NDAs/focal points informed
• Gender competencies – staff, key advisory & decision-making bodies & readiness support
• Resource allocation contributes to gender equality, including via – if necessary – targeted 

funding for women’s activities

GCF Gender Action Plan (2015-2017) Priority Areas:
• Governance and institutional structure – appointment of senior gender specialist
• Administrative and operational guidelines – guidance for NDAs and IEs
• Capacity building  -- gender training for GCF external partners and GCF Board and staff
• Monitoring and reporting – integration in RMF; specific gender portfolio indicators
• Resource allocation and budgeting – extra weight for good gender-integrated projects ?
• Knowledge generation and communication – support for knowledge exchange, part of 

GCF communication outreach
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Gender integration in key GCF operational policies
Gender advocacy focus on mainstreaming = early integration of gender considerations as 
key operational policies were developed & approved, incl.
• Accreditation requirements: all applicant entities need to show gender competency 

(policy/action plan & track record); missing gender policy as conditionality  before first 
GCF finance disbursement (f.ex. DB, but also CSE)

• Results management & performance measurement: mandate for gender integration in 
portfolio level adaptation & mitigation PMF (via sub-indicators); however, no 
mandatory gender indicators at project level (only can option/choice)

• Investment criteria: explicit as sub-criteria under main criteria, f.ex. on “sustainable 
development impact” and “needs of recipients” – first application needs improvements 
(ITAP capacity; proposal approval process)

• Readiness and preparatory support via NDA/focal point support for country 
coordination & stakeholder engagement (human resource development, TA, 
workshops, outreach activities, pipeline development)

• Enhanced Direct Access Pilot Approach: gender consideration included in US$ 200 Mio 
Pilot (f.ex. via Small Grants Facility approaches SANBI/AF) as part of TOR for request for 
proposals (in national oversight/national decision-making)
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Key opportunities and challenges for improvement
• Strategic plan (gender equality, multiple benefits, subsidiarity, fossil fuel exclusion)

• Integration in private sector MSME approach (RFP for US$200 Mio in development); 
GCF subsidies/financial support must be passed on to women entrepreneurs as end 
costumers, f.ex. in the form of easily accessible green credit lines for highly 
concessional, patient small-scale loans

• Strengthening of Fund-level stakeholder participation mechanism and improvement to 
national level stakeholder participation guidance for NDAs;

• Participatory monitoring approach as part of M&A framework
• Comprehensive information disclosure policy
• Improvements in project proposal process/ initial project cycle – weak stakeholder 

participation currently (reference to ESMS, which is still missing)
• Integration of gender expertise in key GCF panels and groups– Ind. Technical Advisory 

Group (iTAP), Accreditation Panel, Private Sector Advisory Group (PSAG)
• Accountability mechanisms set up– “gender skills” as part of expertise asked for 

candidate recruitment; Ind. Evaluation Unit (IEU) with explicit criteria to focus on 
gender integration; Ind. Redress Mechanism (IRM) – ease of accessibility untested

• Participation of gender/women’s groups as IEs & Executing Entities (EEs)
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GCF Gender Policy and Action Plan Review
Currently in progress, likely to be taken up by Board in Feb. 2018

Call for public input ask for responses to the following questions (Part I):

• Accountability: What are some mechanisms that need to be put in place 
to ensure quality and enhanced results of the existing GCF Gender Policy 
and Action plan, including activities and processes related to their 
development, implementation, and reporting?

• Management response: What type of GCF management-related 
recommendations can the review recommend and what type of pursuant 
actions need to be considered in the updated Gender Policy and Action 
Plan?

• Engendering climate change: What are some principles of gender 
mainstreaming that could be integrated into the GCF and in the delivery 
of climate change results in programmes/projects?
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GCF GP and GAP Review Questions:
• Key priority/results areas: What type of gender-informed key 

priority and results areas should the review of the existing Gender 
Policy and Action Plan consider at both the institutional and 
programming levels?

• Outline and content of the updated Gender Policy and Action Plan.

• Scope and principles of the updated Gender Policy and Action Plan.

• Entry points for engagement and participation of women and men of 
all ages from most vulnerable communities.

• Human and financial resource requirements and roles and 
responsibilities in operationalizing the updated Gender Policy and 
Action Plan.

Friday, May 28, 2010
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Further Information:

• Heinrich Böll Stiftung North America: https://us.boell.org

• Climate Funds Update/Climate Finance Fundamentals: 
www.climatefundsupdate.org

• Climate Finance, Green Climate Fund and Gender: 
http://us.boell.org/categories/climate-policy-finance

• Hbs Green Climate Fund Dossier: 
https://us.boell.org/green-climate-fund-dossier-0

• Hbs Green Climate Fund Dossier Gender Focus:
https://us.boell.org/2014/10/09/gender-gcf

https://us.boell.org/2014/10/09/gender-gcf
http://www.climatefundsupdate.org/
http://us.boell.org/categories/climate-policy-finance
https://us.boell.org/green-climate-fund-dossier-0
https://us.boell.org/2014/10/09/gender-gcf
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